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What is DNA?

DeoxyriboNucleic Acid

Contains the information needed for the 
cell’s STRUCTURE and FUNCTIONS

Determines the PHYSICAL characteristics 
of an organism

DNA contains a CODE; a set of letters OR 
symbols used to carry information 



How was DNA Discovered?
4 main functions of inherited material

 Information can be stored

 Information can be copied

 Information can be passed to next generation/offspring

 Information can be changed/mutated



How was DNA Discovered?
Many SCIENTISTS from all over the world CONTRIBUTED to our 
current understanding of DNA

1951: ROSALIND FRANKLIN and Maurice Wilkins made images of 
DNA

1952: Alfred HERSHEY and Martha CHASE perform experiments to 
confirm that DNA carries HEREDITARY information

1953:  James WATSON and Francis CRICK use previous findings to 
conclude that DNA looks like a TWISTED ladder.  



How was DNA Discovered?



What Does DNA Look Like?
The shape of DNA is a DOUBLE HELIX

 Shape is a twisted LADDER

The SIDES of the ladder, often referred 
to as the BACKBONE, are made of 
alternating SUGAR and PHOSPHATE 
groups.

The RUNGS of the ladder are made of 
NITROGEN bases, each attached to 
one of the SUGARS in the backbone.



What Does DNA Look Like?
 DNA is a NUCLEIC ACID made up of NUCLEOTIDES

 A nucleotide is made up of a RIBOSE SUGAR, a NITROGEN BASE, and a 
PHOSPHATE group.

 There are FOUR different nucleotides 
in DNA

 ADENINE (A)

 THYMINE (T)

 CYTOSINE (C)

 GUANINE (G)

 Adenine always pairs with THYMINE (A-T)

 Cytosine always pairs with GUANINE (C-G)





What Does DNA Look Like?
The SEQUENCE of the nucleotides in DNA is the CODE that carries the 

INFORMATION

GENES are segments of DNA that relate to a certain STRUCTURE or 
FUNCTION

The BASES A, T, C, and G form the SEQUENCE of the code

The code stores INFORMATION about which PROTEINS your cells should 
make

The types of PROTEIN your body makes help determine your APPEARANCE



How Are Copies of DNA Made?
REPLICATION is the process the cell 

uses to make COPIES of DNA
 The strands UNWIND

 The bases on each side are used as a 
TEMPLATE for a new strand

 When complete, there are 2 NEW, 
COMPLETE DNA molecules, each 
with one OLD strand and one NEW 
strand wound together.



When Are Copies of DNA Made?
Before a cell DIVIDES it copies the DNA so 

each new daughter cell has a complete set 
of CHROMOSOMES

Our cells can REPLICATE/COPY DNA in just a 
few MINUTES



What are Mutations?
Changes in the ORDER, NUMBER, or 

ARRANGEMENT of bases on a piece of DNA are 
known as MUTATIONS
 DELETION is when a base is left out

 INSERTION is when a base is added

 SUBSTITUTION is when one base is replaces 
another

How do mutations happen?
 COPYING errors

 Mutagens: ENVIRONMENTAL or LIFESTYLE factors



What are Mutations?

A genetic DISEASE results from 
mutations that DISRUPT the normal 
function of cells
 Some of these disorders are 

INHERITED or passed from parent to 
offspring

 Others are a result of mutations 
during a person’s LIFETIME.  Most 
MUTATIONS fall into this category



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kK2zwjRV0M

